APPLICATION BRIEF

EDUCATION

Simple Classroom with Cost Effective Presentation Kit
OPPORTUNITY
Small classrooms, overflow classrooms, temporary classrooms, and even staff meeting spaces may not get a big enough
piece of the campus budget to be outfitted with the full technology suite dedicated to larger classrooms and auditoriums;
yet these spaces still need an effective and intuitive way to present content.

SOLUTION
To address the needs of simple presentation environments, the AMX Connectivity and Transport Kit for Presentations is
a 4K switching and distribution kit that combines switching, scaling, and distance transport into a single kit that includes
both a transmitter and receiver.
Simply connect a laptop to the transmitter at the podium or table, the room projector or display is automatically turned
on, and the signal is automatically transmitted and scaled for optimal viewing. The receiver has a second input for a room
PC or wireless sharing device such as AMX Enzo. If a source, such as a room PC, is connected to the receiver the kit still
automatically switches to the visiting laptop when it is connected.
The AMX Connectivity and Transport Kit delivers added value and flexibility by providing a single, easy to implement solution
that offers switching and connectivity where you need it along with unified control of both the transmitter and receiver—all
over a single category cable.
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AMX Connectivity and Transport
Kits for Presentation and
Conferencing
The AMX Connectivity and Transport
(CT) Series allow in-room and visiting
devices to easily share meeting
spaces. Available in a Presentation
Kit and Conference Kit, each includes
a transmitter and receiver that
deliver 4K content, with automatic
switching, scaling, and distance
transport. The Conference Kit adds
USB 2.0 peripheral switching,
allowing dynamic sharing of room
USB peripherals between visiting and
in-room devices.

AMX NMX-MM-1000
Enzo

AMX Enzo Presentation System

AMX Grommets

Enzo enables easy content sharing
with quick access to presentations,
photos, videos and other documents.
With the integration of MirrorOp®
real-time screen mirroring
technology, users can wirelessly share
content from their devices. With a
built-in web browser, Enzo can also
display documents and content that
is located in cloud storage, or the
internet. It also has a USB port for
direct connection.

For easy one-stop shopping AMX
offers HPG-20 2” Grommets in matte,
frosted and gloss silver and black as
well as HPG-10 ¾” Mini-Grommet
in black.

Learn more at www.amx.com/enzo

Learn more at www.amx.com/ctseries
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